Tal Ronen
Tal Ronen is a master coach and innovative leader who delivers high‐impact business coaching
and organizational workshops, trainings, and motivational corporate keynotes.
A highly trained visionary and critical thinker, Tal specializes in working with
organizations that are committed to becoming market pacesetters and
designing sustainable futures. Tal developed Reboot Technology for
organizations to incorporate new sustainability models, create
championship teams, strengthen top gun performance and cultivate MVP
talent. He has built his coaching career with organizations committed to
innovation and sustainable strategic design.
As the energetic driving force behind the Global Transformation Group (GTG), Tal’s name is
inextricably intertwined with his role as the visionary and founder of Executive and
Organizational Coaching in Israel. He established a thriving coaching industry and is an
unwavering stand as a champion of peace and sustainability in the Middle East.
GTG is a network of coaches, trainers & facilitators who implement practical methodologies
that bring transformation and sustainable technologies to organizations and communities. We
are Transformational and Professional Veterans globally aligned that our work serves the
challenge of making Earth a secure and hospitable home for present and future generations.
PeopleGenius™ Coaching is GTG’s US partner. Our purpose is to Reboot organizations
interested in ensuring their future through Strategic & Sustainability Design models and
workshops, and by sharing world trends and market research to secure their future.
Tal’s impressive career includes coaching high‐profile public figures and hundreds of executives
who've gone on to drive the Israeli economy through their leadership and management skills in
key private and public organizations. The organizations Tal has worked with include UBS Bank,
McCann Erikson, Arison Group, Intel, Coca Cola, El Al Airlines, TelRad Networks, L'Oreal, Shikun
Ubinui, Keter Plastic, Miya, Harel Insurance, Great Interactive, Visa Cal, Discount Bank and the
Tel Aviv Municipality. Tal has coached and trained over than 750 coaches in The Coaching
Academy & the Executive Coaching & Leadership Program offered at IDC Herzliya.
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